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SmileGem 

Aftercare

We offer professional
body piercing with the

highest sterilization
standards and top

quality body jewelry.

When visiting a piercing studio, there are
a few fundamentals to look for:

Sterilization - this is the most important aspect
of any studio! Make sure they are using an

autoclave or Statim to sterilize needles, jewelry
and piercing equipment. The studio should be
sporetesting this machine monthly and have

documentation to prove this.

Training - What type of formal training does
the piercer have? Have they been properly
trained in cross contamination and aseptic
techniques? Have they taken a blood borne

pathogens course in the past year?

Jewelry - Body piercing jewelry comes in
many different materials. Make sure the
studio is using implant grade pieces. The

studio should be able to provide a mill
certification from the manufacturers proving

the legitimacy of their product.

Contact

Please do not hesitate to call

the studio with questionns or

concerns.

Instagram @tribalexpression
Follow us on Facebook

TribalExpression



The Rules

Smile Gem FAQ'S

How long will the gem stay on for?

The lifespan of your gem is never guaranteed:
there are many things that affect this,

particularly your dental hygiene habits. The
gems can last anywhere from 2 months to 2

years.

Will the gem harm my tooth?

When properly placed on a natural tooth, it will
not damage or harm your tooth in any way.

Can I still have my teeth cleaned by

my dentist?

Yes, you can and should have your teeth cleaned
as regularly as your dentist recommends. The

tooth gem will not be a problem for the hygienist
cleaning your teeth, the area underneath the gem

is sealed and will not allow any bactteria in.

Will regular brushing affect my gem?

The presence of the gem will not make any
difference regarding dental hygiene but, we do
recommend not using an electric toothbrush for
the first 48 hrs after the gem has been applied.

How do I remove the gem when i no

longer want it?

The gem can easily be removed by your dental
professional or by our studio, an appointment for

this wil be neccesary so please book ahead.

Does the application process hurt?

Not at all!! The procedure is similar to placing
braces on a tooth; it is applied to the tooth with
adhesive, there is no drilling involved and the
whole procedure only takes about 5 minutes.

Don't touch or play

with your gem!

Don't eat or drink 
anything for a minimum

of 2 hrs after the
application.

Stick to soft foods for 

24 hrs after the procedure.

Do not brush your teeth

for 12 hrs after the service

and do not use an electric

toothbrush for 48 hrs

afterward.

Eating only soft foods will
ensure that the bond between

the gem and your tooth is
sercure.


